
Science Fiction tween reads

Dragon Pearl
by Yoon Ha Lee
Min, a girl with fox-magic, stows away on a
battle cruiser and impersonates a cadet in
order to solve the mystery of what happened to
her older brother in the Thousand World Space
Forces.
Teen Fiction Lee, Yoon HaTeen Fiction Lee, Yoon Ha

Felix Yz
by Lisa Bunker
Accidentally connected most of his life to a
fourth-dimensional being whose presence
would prevent him from reaching adulthood,
Felix records their last shared month before a
procedure that will separate or kill them.
Teen Fiction Bunker, LisaTeen Fiction Bunker, Lisa

Red Moon Rising
by K. A Holt
When space-farmer Rae is kidnapped by the
native inhabitants of her moon, she is trained
to become a warrior. But can she attack her
own people?
Teen Fiction Holt, K.A.Teen Fiction Holt, K.A.

Last Day on Mars
by Kevin Emerson
Moving to Mars with his scientist parents and
the other survivors of Earth when the sun
inexplicably starts to go supernova, Liam, a boy
from the early 23rd century, makes a profound
discovery about the nature of time and space.
J Fiction Emerson, KevinJ Fiction Emerson, Kevin

Boy X
by Dan Smith
Waking up in a medical facility on a remote
tropical island, Ash McCarthy, the son of a
scientist and a soldier, embarks on a 24-hour
race for answers about the nature of his
captors and a mysterious chemical that has
been injected into him.
Teen Fiction Smith, DanTeen Fiction Smith, Dan

The Fog Diver
by Joel N. Ross
Working with a crew of salvagers in a
fog-covered world that has forced civilization
to move to the highest mountain peaks, Chess
hides a secret about his ability to survive while
his crew leader forges an evil plan.
Teen Fiction Ross, Joel N.Teen Fiction Ross, Joel N.

Cogheart
by Peter Bunzl
When her father goes missing, Lily must team
up with a clockmaker's son and her
mechanimal fox to solve the mystery of her
father's disappearance and his
world-changing invention.
Teen Fiction Bunzl, PeterTeen Fiction Bunzl, Peter

Watchdog
by Will McIntosh
Building a loyal robot watchdog that is
targeted by a local crime boss who wants to
add the dog to her robot army, twins Vick and
Tara struggle to keep the mob from tearing
their family apart.
Teen Fiction McIntosh, WillTeen Fiction McIntosh, Will

The List
by Patricia Forde
A Wordsmith's apprentice responsible for
safeguarding forbidden language in a world
where all but 500 sanctioned words are
strictly censored uncovers a sinister plan to
rob everyday citizens of their ability to speak.
Teen Fiction Forde, PatriciaTeen Fiction Forde, Patricia

Swipe
by Evan Angler
In a world where everyone must be Marked in
order to gain citizenship and participate in
society, a group of youngsters who questions
the system struggles to identify the true
enemy--while pursuing a group of Markless
teenagers.
Teen Fiction Angler, EvanTeen Fiction Angler, Evan
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